Abstract-Supervised cross-modal hashing has gained increasing research interest on large-scale retrieval task owning to its satisfactory performance and efficiency. However, it still has some challenging issues to be further studied: 1) most of them fail to well preserve the semantic correlations in hash codes because of the large heterogenous gap; 2) most of them relax the discrete constraint on hash codes, leading to large quantization error and consequent low performance; 3) most of them suffer from relatively high memory cost and computational complexity during training procedure, which makes them unscalable. In this paper, to address above issues, we propose a supervised cross-modal hashing method based on matrix factorization dubbed Efficient Discrete Supervised Hashing (EDSH). Specifically, collective matrix factorization on heterogenous features and semantic embedding with class labels are seamlessly integrated to learn hash codes. Therefore, the feature based similarities and semantic correlations can be both preserved in hash codes, which makes the learned hash codes more discriminative. Then an efficient discrete optimal algorithm is proposed to handle the scalable issue. Instead of learning hash codes bit-by-bit, hash codes matrix can be obtained directly which is more efficient. Extensive experimental results on three public real-world datasets demonstrate that EDSH produces a superior performance in both accuracy and scalability over some existing cross-modal hashing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the volume of data increasing explosively on Internet, how to efficiently retrieve similar data points in large-scale datasets has become a challenging issue. Due to the high complexity of computing the similarities between the query and candidate data points, traditional nearest neighbor search methods are not suitable for scalable retrieval task. Therefore, how to significantly accelerate retrieval speed with low memory cost becomes an imperative requirement. In recent years, hashing method, which maps the data points from a high dimensional feature space to a low dimensional Hamming space by preserving the data structure in the original space, has attracted a lot of attention [1] - [11] . For hashing methods, the similarities between the query and candidate data points can be calculated efficiently by XOR operation. Due to its efficiency in memory and computational cost, hashing method has become an important tool to handle large-scale applications, e.g. person re-identification, classification, reconstruction, retrieval and so on [12] - [15] .
Most early hashing works only focus on one modality, e.g. using an image to retrieve similar images [1] - [5] , [7] . However, data points typically are represented by multimodalities in real applications, which makes today's retrieval task even more challenging. Furthermore, users often expect search engine to return similar data points with different modalities when users submit a query to search engines. However, single-modal hashing can not be extended to crossmodal hashing directly owing to the heterogeneous gap among different modalities. Specifically, different modalities lie in different feature spaces, which makes the similarities between heterogeneous data points unable to be measured directly. Last decade has witnessed continued efforts on improving the performance and efficiency of the cross-modal retrieval task, which is diffusely known as one of fundamental issue in computer vision [16] - [22] . Accordingly, many cross-modal hashing approaches have been designed and shown promising performance [3] , [5] , [11] , [23] - [29] . In term of whether class labels are used in training procedure, cross-modal hashing methods mainly consist of two categories, i.e., unsupervised hashing methods and supervised ones. The former aims at learning hash functions by preserving feature based similarities in Hamming space. However, the learned sharing Hamming space is independent with class labels, which makes it suffer from less discriminative hash codes and consequent low retrieval performance. In contrast, the latter leverages class labels of training data points to learn the sharing Hamming space to improve retrieval performance. Most existing supervised methods firstly exploit class labels to construct a pairwise similarity matrix, and then hash functions are learned by preserving the pairwise similarities in Hamming space [8] , [11] , [30] . However, these approaches have two drawbacks: 1) Converting class labels to the pairwise similarity matrix results in category information loss which inevitably degrades the quality of hash codes; 2) The size of similarity matrix is too large on large-scale applications, which generally results in large memory cost and high computational complexity.
Another problem for supervised hashing works is how to effectively preserve the similarities in data itself in the learned Hamming space. Most of them only embed semantic correla-tions with class labels into hash codes learning. Nevertheless, many heterogeneous data points with same class labels are hard to be close in the sharing Hamming space since the semantic correlations in the heterogeneous data points are complex.
Furthermore, the optimal problems for hashing methods are hard to solve because of the discrete constraint on hash codes. Therefore, most existing methods generally discard the discrete constraint to obtain continuous solutions and then hash codes are generated by thresholding operation. However, to relax the discrete constraint generally results in large quantization error and consequent suboptimal retrieval performance. Accordingly, many discrete cross-modal hashing methods have been proposed to address this issue [3] , [9] , [10] . However, these methods generally learn hash codes bit-by-bit, which is time-consuming on large-scale applications.
To address the above challenges, we present a supervised hashing method, termed Efficient Discrete Supervised Hashing, EDSH for short. Specifically, a sharing space is learned by collective matrix factorization to reduce the heterogeneous gap firstly. And then an orthogonal matrix is learned to bridge the semantic correlations between the sharing space and Hamming space which is derived from class labels. This two-step process can make the learned hash codes more discriminative. Finally, a discrete optimal method is proposed to learn discrete hash codes directly. More significantly, hash codes can be learned in an efficient manner instead of learning them bit-by-bit. The flowchart of our EDSH is described in Fig.1 .
In particular, the main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) Unlike most existing works which only preserve feature based similarities or semantic correlations in hash codes, a novel supervised cross-modal hashing method is proposed to preserve both of them in hash codes, which makes hash codes more discriminative.
2) To enable large-scale applications, we develop an efficient discrete optimization method, which can learn hash codes rapidly. Unlike most existing discrete hashing methods which learn hash codes bit-by-bit [3] , [9] , [10] , [31] , [32] , the hash codes have a closed-form solution which leads to a rapid convergence.
3) We conduct experiments over three real-world multimodal datasets to show the effectiveness and efficiency of our EDSH. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of EDSH in both accuracy and scalability.
The organization of the rest part is given as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works. Section 3 introduces the proposed EDSH model. Section 4 presents extensive experimental results and corresponding analysis on three public datasets. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusion of this work.
II. RELATED WORK Cross-modal hashing is a classical problem in multi-view learning. Due to its effectiveness and efficiency, cross-modal hashing has drawn considerable attention. More recently, many cross-modal hashing works have been proposed. Cross-modal hashing methods can be roughly categorized into two streams: unsupervised and supervised methods. We briefly review the two kinds of works in this section.
Unsupervised cross-modal hashing methods pay attention on learning a sharing Hamming space by preserving feature based similarity without supervised information. Inter-Media Hashing (IMH) proposes to preserve inter-modal and intramodal similarities in heterogeneous data points to learn a sharing hamming space, and then linear hash functions are learned by a linear regression model [33] . Latent Semantic Sparse Hashing (LSSH) proposes to learn semantic subspaces for text and image modalities by matrix factorization and sparse coding respectively, and then a mapping matrix are learned by preserving the inter-modal similarity [34] . Collective Matrix Factorization Hashing (CMFH) proposes to learn a sharing subspace by preserving inter-modal similarity with collective matrix factorization firstly, and then linear hash functions are learned by a linear regression model [35] . Fusion Similarity Hashing (FSH) formulates to explicitly capture the heterogeneous correlations in data points by preserving the fusion similarity in data points [36] . However, above mentioned approaches embed heterogeneous data points to a continuous isomorphic space, and then hash codes are gained by thresholding operation separately. These methods result in large quantization error, which degrades the discrimination of hash codes and substantial loss of retrieval accuracy. Composite Correlation Quantization (CCQ) proposes to learn correlation-maximal hash functions and composite quantizers jointly [37] . Intra-modal and intermodal similarity are preserved by minimizing both reconstruction and quantization errors. Quantized Correlation Hashing (QCH) takes both hash functions learning and quantization loss into consideration to generate more discriminative hash codes [38] . Alternating Co-Quantization (ACQ) proposes to alternately learn binary quantizers for each modality, which can minimize quantization errors while preserving the similarity in data points [39] . However, these methods aim at learning hash functions by original features directly, which limits the retrieval performance because of the complexity correlations in heterogenous data points. Furthermore, above methods do not take class labels into consideration, which generally degrades the retrieval performance.
supervised cross-modal hashing methods aim at learning more discriminative hash codes by incorporating the supervised information to hash functions learning. Cross-Modality Similarity Sensitive Hashing (CMSSH) extends similaritysensitive hashing to facilitate cross-modal retrieval [40] . Spectral Hashing (SH) is applied to multi-modal data points, namely Cross-View Hashing (CVH) [41] . And then nonlinear hash functions are learned for out-of-samples by kernel trick. Semantic Correlation Maximization (SCM) constructs pairwise similarity matrix by class labels firstly, and then the hash codes are learned by approximating the pairwise similarity [31] . For efficiency, SCM proposes to learn hash codes bitby-bit. Fast Discrete Cross-modal Hashing (FDCH) proposes to regress the class labels to learn hash codes with a drift [42] . Semantics Preserving Hashing (SePH) proposes to minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between pairwise similarity matrix and hash codes [43] . However, the computational complexity the and memory cost of SePH increase rapidly as the training samples increasing, which limits its application on large-scale datasets. Supervised Matrix Factorization Hashing Fig. 1 : The algorithmic flowchart of EDSH. The overall phase can be divided into two parts: online and offline. For the online part, collective matrix factorization on heterogenous features and semantic embedding with class labels are incorporated to learn hash codes where the feature based similarities and semantic correlations can be both preserved. Then hashing functions are learned to map data points to the sharing space. For the offline phase, the hash code of the query can be generated directly, then the distances between the query and candidate data points can be efficiently calculated by XOR operation. At last, those data points with relatively smaller Hamming distance are returned.
(SMFH) incorporates semantic labels to learn a sharing space based on matrix factorization, and then hash functions are learned by the sharing space [11] . Label Consistent Matrix Factorization Hashing (LCMFH) maps heterogeneous data points into a latent space, and then align the latent space with a latent semantic space learned from class labels [44] . However, these methods do not take quantization loss into consideration, which degrade the discrimination of hash codes. Discrete Crossmodal Hashing (DCH) aims at learning discriminative hash codes by discrete cyclic coordinate descent (DCC) method with a bit-by-bit manner [32] . However, the bit-by-bit manner is still much time-consuming.
On the one hand, most existing supervised cross-modal hashing methods learn hash codes by preserving the pairwise similarities [41] - [43] , [45] . However, these methods either cost much computational source in training phase or fail to explicitly capture the semantic correlations in multi-modal data points. On the other hand, most existing supervised crossmodal hashing methods typically relax the discrete constraints on hash codes to obtain continuous solutions, then hash codes are generated by thresholding operation [41] - [43] . They generally can not achieve promising retrieval performance because of the large quantization loss. Although some discrete hashing methods have been proposed to address this issue by learning hash codes bit-by-bit [9] , [10] , [32] , this manner is still much time-consuming. To address above issues, in this paper, we propose a novel cross-modal hashing method to learn more discriminative hash codes directly via an efficient discrete optimal algorithm.
III. EFFICIENT DISCRETE SUPERVISED HASHING
In this section, we present the details of our EDSH. The proposed EDSH consists of four components: notations, formulation, efficient discrete optimization algorithm and computational complexity analysis, which are described in Section 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
A. Notations
To simplify the presentation, supposing that each data point has two modalities, i.e. image and text. Without loss of generality, it can be easily extended to more than two modalities. Assuming that we have N data points described by X = {X (1) , X (2) }, and
, where d 1 and d 2 are the dimensions of the two modalities, respectively.
denotes the i-th data point of the m-th modality. Besides the two feature vectors, class labels are also available
c×N , where c denotes the total number of categories, and y ij = 1 if x i belongs to the j-th semantic category and 0 otherwise. Without loss of generality, we assume that the feature vectors are zero-centered, i.e.
Given N training data points, cross-modal hashing aims at learning two groups hash functions W 1 and W 2 to map the heterogeneous data points to a sharing Hamming space, and B = {−1, 1} k×N denotes the hash codes of training data points, where k is the length of hash codes. For simplicity, the linear mapping is adopted as hash functions which are defined as following
where sgn(·) is an element-wise sign function.
B. Formulation 1) Sharing Space Learning: Due to the complex correlations in heterogeneous data points, it is probably hard to directly map data points with same class labels to be close in the learned sharing Hamming space. To better bridge the semantic correlations between Hamming space and original feature space, we propose to learn a sharing space for heterogeneous data points firstly. In this paper, collective matrix factorization algorithm, which can learn unified representations for pairwise heterogeneous data points, is employed to learn a sharing space by preserving inter-modal similarity. Thus, we formulate the sharing space learning issue by minimizing arg min
) is a mapping matrix, and V ∈ R k×N is the sharing space. λ m and µ are weighted parameters.
2) Hash Functions Learning: Although the sharing space is learned in training phase for training data points, we need to learn modality-specific hash functions to address the out-ofsample issue. The hash functions can be learned by solving the following problem arg min
where W m ∈ R k×dm (m = {1, 2}) is the hash function for the mth modality, and β m is a weighted parameter.
3) Hash Codes Learning: Class labels contain high-level semantic information, which can improve the discrimination of hash codes. Accordingly, several supervised cross-modal hashing methods are proposed to firstly construct a pairwise similarity matrix derived by the class labels, then hash codes are learned by preserving the pairwise similarity in Hamming space [31] , [43] . However, the N × N similarity matrix inevitably results in large computational cost. Moreover, transforming class labels to similarity matrix results in category information loss, which may degrade the discrimination of hash codes.
In this paper, class labels are directly embedded into hash codes learning by assuming that the class labels have semantic correlations with hash codes, i.e., arg min
where P ∈ R c×k is a latent semantic space to bridge the semantic correlations between class labels and hash codes, and γ is a weighted parameter. Each column of P denoted by p i represents a latent semantic concept, and B ij = 1 denotes that the j-th data point contains the i-th latent semantic concept otherwise B ij = 0. Specifically, the high-level class labels can be reconstructed by several latent semantic concepts. That is, those data points with same class label should have same hash codes which is reasonable.
4) Bridging The Correlations Between Hash Codes And The Sharing Space: To bridging the semantic correlations between binary codes and the sharing space, we further define the following formulation:
where R ∈ R k×k is an orthogonal rotation matrix, and I denotes the identity matrix. With this formulation, discrete hash codes can be learned directly in the training procedure as shown in Section 3.3. Therefore, the quantization loss can be avoided, which makes the learned hash codes more discriminative.
5) Objective Function: Combining the collective matrix factorization term given in Eq.(3), the hash functions learning term given in Eq.(4), the hash codes learning term given in Eq.(5), the bridging the correlations between hash codes and the sharing space term given in Eq.(6) and the regularization term, the overall objective function of EDSH is defined as arg min
s.t.RR
where Reg(·) denotes the regulation term to avoid overfitting, and
Our objective function is formulated to learn hash codes via preserving both feature based and class label based similarities, such that the learned hash codes are optimal for cross-modal retrieval task.
Note that although LSSH, CMFH, SMFH, LCMFH and our EDSH are all matrix factorization based cross-modal hashing methods, our main formulation is different with other methods. Firstly, LSSH and CMFH are unsupervised methods, while the others are supervised ones which can enhance the semantic information in hash codes and consequent promising performance. Secondly, SMFH proposes to learn a sharing semantic space by incorporating the Laplacian matrix (whose size is N × N ) which makes it unscalable to large-scale datasets. Finally, SMFH and LCMFH propose to learn a sharing space firstly, and then hash codes can be generated by quantize the continuous representations directly. The quantization error typically degrades the discrimination of hash codes, while our EDSH can learn discrete hash codes directly.
C. Efficient Discrete Optimization Algorithm
Apparently, the optimization problem Eq. (7) is not convex with the matrices variables U
(1) , U (2) , P , V , B, R, W 1 , W 2 , and thus hard to solve. Fortunately, it is convex with respect to any one of U (1) , U (2) , P , V , B, R, W 1 , W 2 when other variables are fixed. Therefore, we propose an alternative optimal algorithm to solve the subproblems with respect to each variable. The details of our optimal algorithm are given as following.
Fixing the other variables and dropping the irrelevant terms to U
(1) , we obtain arg min
Letting the derivation of Eq. (7) with respect to U (1) equal zero, we have
Therefore, we can obtain a closed-form solution for U (1) as following
P -step: Similar to solve U (1) , we have
V -step: Fixing the other variables and letting the derivation of Eq. (7) with respect to V equal zero, we have
Therefore, we can obtain a closed-form solution for V as following:
R -step: Fixing the other variables and dropping the irrelevant terms to R, we obtain arg min
Obviously, this sub-problem is a classical Orthogonal Procrustes problem [46] , which can be solved by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Specifically, the SVD of BV T is firstly computed as BV T = SΩŜ T , and then the orthogonal rotation matrix can be updated by R =ŜS T . B -step: Fixing the other variables and dropping the irrelevant terms to B, we obtain arg min
Since tr(B T B) and tr(B T P T P B) are constants, we can obtain a closed-form solution for B as following
W 1 -step: Fixing the other variables and dropping the irrelevant terms to W 1 , we obtain arg min
Letting the derivation of Eq.(19) with respect to W 1 equal zero, we have
Therefore, we can obtain a closed-form solution for W 1 as following
W 2 -step: Similar to solve W 1 , we have
By repeating the above eight steps until it converges or the number of iterations reaches the maximum value, the optimal Update P by fixing other valuables using Eq.(12), 6: Update the sharing space V by fixing other valuables using Eq. (14), 7: Update the orthogonal rotation matrix R by fixing other valuables using R =ŜS T , 8: Update the hash codes B by fixing other valuables using Eq. (18), 9: Update the hash functions of image modality W 1 by fixing other valuables using Eq. (21), 10: Update the hash functions of text modality W 2 by fixing other valuables using Eq. (22), 11 : end for Output: The hash functions of image and text modality W 1 , W 2 and the orthogonal rotation matrix R.
solutions can be obtained. It is worth noting that each valuable has a closed-form solution, and discrete hash codes can be obtained directly. The whole optimal algorithm of EDSH is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Since the hash functions of each modality have been learned in the training procedure, the hash code of the query can be generated by the corresponding hash functions and orthogonal rotation matrix, directly. And then the Hamming distances between the query and the candidate data points from different modality can be easily calculated by XOR operation. Finally, those data points with relatively smaller Hamming distance to query data are returned.
D. Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we demonstrate that the computational complexity of our EDSH is linear to the size of training set. The training computational complexity of EDSH includes the following parts: the computational complexity of solving Eq.(10), Eq.(11), Eq. (12) 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct comparison experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed EDSH with several existing cross-modal hashing methods on three real world datasets, i.e., Wiki, Mirflickr25K and NUS-WIDE. All experiments are conducted on a server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2@2.6GHz and 128 GB memory.
A. Datasets
In our experiments, three public datasets are utilized to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed EDSH.
Wiki dataset: [16] This dataset consists of 2,866 imagetext pairs collected from Wikipedia. Each pair is assigned to one of 10 ground-truth semantic concepts. For each image, we encode it with a 4,096-dimensional CNN feature extracted by the Caffe implementation of AlexNet [47] . For each text, we encode it with a 10-dimensional topics vector. Here we randomly sample 25% data points as the query set, and the remaining 75% data points for training.
Mirflickr25K: [48] This dataset contains a total of 25,000 images as well as their corresponding tags collected from Flickr. Each pair belongs to more than one of 24 ground-truth semantic concepts. Following [43] , only the tags appearing at least 20 times are kept and drop those pairs which have not textual tags or class labels. Accordingly, there are 20,015 pairs in our experiments. Similar to the Wiki dataset, each image is encoded with the 4,096-dimensional CNN vector extracted by the Caffe implementation of AlexNet. We randomly select 80% data points to generate the query set, and the rest as the training set.
NUS-WIDE: [49] The NUS-WIDE dataset contains a total of 269,648 images with a total number of 5,018 tags from 81 semantic concepts. We only choose the top 21 most frequent labels and then 196,776 data points are kept. Each image is represented by a 4,096-dimensional CNN feature vector extracted by the Caffe implementation of AlexNet, and each text is represented by a BOW vector. We take 99% of the data points and the remaining 1% data points as the training set and the query set, respectively.
B. Baseline Methods and Implementation Details
To investigate the retrieval performance of the proposed EDSH, we conduct comparison experiments with several existing cross-modal hashing methods including PDH [50] , SCM-S [31] , CMFH [35] , LSSH [34] , DASH [51] , SMFH [11] , FSH [36] and DLFH [52] . For DASH, the authors propose to firstly learn hash codes by ITQ [53] for one modality, and then linear regression is applied to map the other modality to the learned hash codes. Depending which modality is fist used to generate hash codes, we denote them as DASHi (image modality) and DASHt (text modality). Moreover, among them, the PDH, SCM, SMFH, DASH and DLFH explore class labels to improve the retrieval performance, thus they are supervised methods and the rest of them are unsupervised ones. All source codes of baseline methods are kindly provided by the authors. In our experiments, all parameters of baseline methods are chosen according to their original paper. Moreover, due to the high training time on all training data points, we randomly select 5,000 data points to train hash functions for SMFH on NUS-WIDE dataset as [51] and [35] do.
The parameters of EDSH are chosen by a cross validation phase. In our experiments, we set λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 1, γ = 10, α = 2, β 1 = 10, β 2 = 10 and µ = 5. To reduce the randomness of initializations and data points selection, all experiments are run 5 times, and we report the averaged experimental results.
C. Evaluation Criteria
In this paper, three criteria, i.e., Mean Average Precision (MAP), Top-k precision curve and PR (Precision-Recall) curve, which are widely used in multi-media retrieval domain, are adopted to evaluate the retrieval performance from different aspects. Given a group of query data points ranked at top in the rank list, the average precision (AP) for each query data point is defined as following
where M is the number of returned data points, L denotes the total number of semantic related data points to the query, P (m) denotes the precision value of the top m returned data points, and δ(m) = 1 if the m-th retrieved data point is the true neighbor of the query data, and δ(m) = 0 otherwise. The MAP is the average of AP values for all query data points. Besides, Top-k precision is defined as the precision on top k returned data points, and Precision-Recall (PR) curve is defined as the precision at different recall ratios.
D. Experimental Results 1) Retrieval Performance:
The MAP performance of our EDSH and baseline methods on Wiki, Mirflickr25K and NUS-WIDE for the two cross-modal retrieval tasks are summarized in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we have the following observations:
(1) Our proposed EDSH outperforms all baseline methods in all cases on the three datasets with different code lengths, which shows its effectiveness. Specifically, EDSH achieves superior performance to the best of the baseline methods with performance gains of 35%, 33%, 30%, 27% on Wiki dataset with the code lengths varying from 8 bits to 32 bits; For the Mirflickr25K dataset, EDSH achieves superior performance to the best of the baseline methods with performance gains of 10%, 8%, 7%, 6% with the code lengths varying from 8 bits to 32 bits; For the NUS-WIDE dataset, EDSH achieves superior performance to the best of the baseline methods with performance gains of 10%, 8%, 7%, 6% with the code lengths varying from 8 bits to 32 bits. The superiority of EDSH can be mainly attributed to its capability of better preserving the similarities in hash codes and the discrete optimization algorithm.
(2) Generally, the supervised hashing methods can obtain better MAP performance, i.e., SCM-S, DASHi, DASHt and DLFH. The main reason is that supervised methods can explore the class labels to enhance the semantic information in hash codes which makes them more discriminative.
(3) The MAP performance of the supervised method SMFH is low on NUS-WIDE dataset. The reason is that we randomly select 5,000 data points to train hash functions due to the high training time cost on large-scale dataset, while other methods learn hash functions on all available training data points. Fig.2 illustrates the Precision-Recall curves in the case of 16 bits code length on the three real world datasets for the two tasks. From this figure, we can observe that EDSH generally achieves much better experimental results than that of the baseline methods in most cases, which well demonstrates the superiority of our proposed method. More specifically, EDSH achieves best performance compared to all baseline methods consistently when the return ratio is relatively small. This is essential for a search engine since users typically pay more attention to those data points ranked higher.
Moreover, the Top-K curves on the three real world datasets for the two tasks with the code length fixed to be 16 bits are shown in Fig.3 . From this figure, it can be seen that the our EDSH consistently performs best in all cases and performs much better in some cases. This phenomenon is consistent with the MAP performance reported in Table 1 .
2) Convergency Analysis: Since the optimal solutions of EDSH are obtained by iterative updating rules, the training time is closely related to the number of iterations in training phase. To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method, we show the convergence curves on the three datasets in Fig.4 . It can be observed that our EDSH has quick convergence speed on the three datasets in experiments, typically less than 20 iterations, which shows the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed discrete optimal algorithm.
3) Training Time: The training time of our EDSH and baseline methods on the three datasets are reported in Table 2 . Since SMFH costs much time in training procedure on NUS-WIDE dataset, we do not report the training time of it in our experiments. From Table 2 , it can be seen that our EDSH costs relatively less time in training phase than most baseline methods. Moreover, our EDSH always performs best on the three datasets compared with other matrix factorization based methods i.e., LSSH, CMFH and SMFH. This demonstrates the efficiency of our method. Although DLFH and DASHt cost less training time than our EDSH on Wiki and Mirflickr25K datasets, but the proposed EDSH costs less time on NUS-WIDE dataset which demonstrates that our EDSH can deal with large-scale datasets more efficient. Therefore, our EDSH possesses not only better retrieval performance but also a competitive computational speed compared with baseline methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a supervised cross-modal hashing method, i.e., Efficient Discrete Supervised Matrix Factorization PDH [ Hashing (EDSH). It leverages both collective matrix factorization and semantic embedding with class labels to improve the discrimination of hash codes. An efficient discrete optimal algorithm is proposed to directly learn discrete hash code matrix with closed-form solution instead of learning them bitby-bit. Experimental results on three real world datasets show superior retrieval performance and efficiency of the proposed method over baseline methods. 
